Making a Dream come true

Act would make school cheaper for immigrants

By Josie Mullis
Argonaut

Despite clinging student fees, most Idaho residents get to pay the lowest tuition rates in state school. Well, at least the majority do.

Undocumented students, those of undocumented immigrant families — who live in Idaho may not pay out-

of-state tuition but go to school here.

The University of Idaho's student has started to spread the word around campus to try to fix that.

Sophomore Miguel Sanchez heard about the Development, Relief and Education for Immigration (DREAM) Act in September

through a friend. The federal act addresses the barriers undocumented students face when pursuing a higher education.

Sanchez said he's interested in participating in the DREAM Act and would like to see more awareness among students.

"Everyone should have a fair shot at a higher education and be promoting diversity," Sanchez said.

Although undocumented students don't receive federal aid, they might still have a chance to study in the United States. The DREAM Act would allow them to become citizens.

Friedman said it would also result in the campus being better represented.

See DREAM, page A3

The Grinch gets a large crowd that gathered leaving the cold to watch the Christmas parade Wednesday evening in downtown Moscow.
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Final exams may not be the only thing bringing students down.

"It's cold outside. Cold, winter weather makes me sad," Lauren Hoag said.

"It makes me really, really sad," another said.
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ожидаемый ответ о том, как внести изменения в отчет, чтобы улучшить его.
more diverse and will help break minority stereotypes by providing more opportunities.

Under the DREAM Act, undocumented children can apply for resident status and become legal residents. Applicants must arrive here before the age of 16, earn a high school diploma and satisfy standards to be judged morally character and achievement.

Sophomore Hugo Garcia, from Pico, Wash., is on the MCHA DREAM Act committee. He wants the act to give back to the community. "I feel like being undocumented and having to go to college, there are so many stereotypes who can't."

"At my home there are 12,000 students who are good at academics that are having to go to college. Because they are undocumented, they can't.

California and Washington have bills passed that provide information to undocumented individuals.

"It is about education, and we are all here to get a better education," Garcia said.

The MCHA committee went to Boise in September to attend a MCHA Community Action Network, whodiyh, conference in Idaho. Garcia helped organize the conference.

At a Washington State University Student Government Meeting Conference for high school students, the MCHA committee represented UI and other high school students and received updates from the dream act and the DREAM Act.

Garcia said plans to seek additional support and encouragement by presenting to as many groups as possible.

The initiative has DREAM Act cards to be signed and sent to Washington, D.C., lenders also signed to UI President Tim White for support.

"When Martinich, program coordinator for the College Assistance Migrant Program, was speaking in the California legislature and in front of the DREAM Act, concerns regarding the bill, he said, "It is not the best piece of legislation, there are a lot of holes in it."

"It won't be perfect, there will be the other side isn't 100 percent satisfied," said Garcia, "We didn't think the idea of just passing the bill was the best solution. It will have to be changed because of the same old problem."

"For all of life would be occurring again sooner or later.""}

The recommendation was that a deal-up service be discontinued at the end of the fiscal year, which is July 2003.

Bento expressed dismay when he found that the services advertised on the Ad Free 399 Web site were not available. The students cost close to $10 per year. "Where I went for this discontinuation proposal, I was informed that there wasn't enough money to keep it going," Bento said.

But Bento said this didn't really change his feelings on the matter.

"We recommended discontinuing service because the system hadn't worked down at my moment," Bento said. "We didn't think the idea of just passing the bill was the best solution. It will have to be changed because of the same old problem."

"For all of life would be occurring again sooner or later."
Marshals kill man who claimed to have bomb at Miami airport

By Ken Kaye, Madeline Bai
The Miami Herald

MIAMI — A troubled passenger was fatally shot by fed-
eral marshals in a Miami airport terminal after he claimed to
be armed with a bomb in his backpack and as he charged off an American Airlines jet at Miami International Airport, sources said.

The passenger was identified as Richard Alpert, 62, a U.S. citizen, who had a prior history of mental illness.

Alpert was involved in a September 2001 stabbing at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. He had been on the run for nearly six months.

The 911 call that precipitated the shooting came from a stewardess who said the passenger was "sober" but "acting strangely" and "wearing a backpack.

Soon after the man emerged, marshals surrounded him and ordered him to get off the plane, which was being readied for departure, according to the sources.

According to some passengers, five to six shots were fired. It wasn't immediately clear whether other passengers were on the jet bridge at the time.

Officials later went through the plane, finding no explosives, said Bill Thomas, the Miami Police Department's bomb squad unit in charge of the operation.

Two federal air marshals were aboard the plane, he said.

"They came out of their covers and confronted him," he added.

Attempts to contact Alpert and some passengers required him to run frantically up the plane's aisle.

The marshals chased him onto the jet bridge, connected to the plane with a jet bridge, and ordered him to get off the plane. The marshals then pushed him into the bag, and the man accepted the bag, the sources said.

According to some passengers, five to six shots were fired. It wasn't immediately clear whether other passengers were on the jet bridge at the time.

Editors' Note: The Miami-Dade Police bomb squad unit also assisted in the investigation from the airplane, laying it on the ramp, and inspected each and every bag on the plane, the sources said.

After the shooting, heavily armed Miami-Dade Police SWAT teams were brought in.

The plane landed and the passengers were taken to a waiting area.

Police: Call 911 before informing RAs

By Infa Weege
Florida Today

It was a dangerous moment when someone dialed 911 this week after hearing a passenger acting strangely on American Airlines Flight 9 from Miami to Chicago.

The man had threatened to blow up the plane.

"We believe he had a bomb on him," said Det. William D. Caffey, commander of the FAA Air Marshal Mission.

"He was carrying a bag that he had in his hand," Caffey said, adding that "it was something he had in his bag." The man was taken into custody.

"I'm not sure what we're going to do with him," he said.

But the thing that concerns me is that "there's a lot of noise and a lot of confusion, and it's not much of a situation," he added.

The FAA Air Marshal Mission, which is a branch of the FBI, is responsible for protecting flights from hijackings.

"We're trying to work with the airlines, and we're trying to work with the passengers," Caffey said.

"They've got to be aware of that. They have to be aware of the possibilities," he said.

"It's not something you want to happen," he added.

"We don't want this to happen," he said.

"It's not a threat," he said.

"We're taking it seriously," he said.

"It's a very serious situation," he said.

"It's something we're very concerned about," he said.
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Female executives say customers, employees come first in study

By Andrew McVay

SAN FRANCISCO — Female executives are focusing on customers and employees as the main drivers of their business success, more than traditional priorities such as sales growth and market share, according to a new survey.

When asked to name the business priorities they find most important, 67 percent of the female executives surveyed as part of a national study said customer satisfaction was an important or important priority, 48 percent placed in rapid growth, 48 percent placed in profitability, 41 percent placed in customer retention, 41 percent said rapid growth, and 32 percent said profitability.

"Typically, what's taught in entry business school, company culture, and what's been about profitability first, and that "customer- first," said Nida Langston, principal investigator on the study, director of Robinson's Career Center for Leadership and an associate professor of management at the University of Arkansas.

But in that study, when female executives were asked the future priorities, including profitability and market share, "what popped up first was the customer, consumeremployees, and organization culture," and then they looked to fast growth and profitability and market share, she said.

"It's not that they don't care about those things, but that's what they put in the first place of their business objectives," she said.

FEMALE EXECUTIVES

Here's how the women leaders ranked what mattered most to them to become a business executive:

45 percent said a desire for personal achievement was a very important or important motivation.

40 percent said the challenge of a new opportunity or important motivator.

35 percent said a desire to make a positive impact.

32 percent said financial reward.

Those results were based on a September study by the Robinson College of Business, the Center for Women's Leadership at Wellesley, Mass., and The Consortium Women's Institute in Baltimore, both of which work to support women-led businesses.

Traffic circles a solution to congestion

A traffic congestion solution sometimes works when traffic flows are lightlly. If it is replaced with a traffic circle, it may work better. The study concludes that traffic circles work better.
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Pentagon to lower troop numbers in Iraq

By Dana Rowen
Vice Chairwoman
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon plans to reduce troop levels in Iraq to 137,000 after the Iraqi election Dec. 15 and may accept the deployment of an additional 1,000 military units to help quell conditions in the country, defense officials said Thursday.

U.S. forces in Iraq currently number 185,000. A reduction to 137,000 would also bring levels down to where they were about a year ago, before the Pentagon increased them in the period of 2001, defense officials said.

Officials said Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld hadn't signed off on a plan to draw down U.S. forces. Instead, they noted that the military has all kinds of plans, including ones for sending in more troops if security conditions warrant.

A defense official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak publicly until a decision is made and the plan being discussed would leave the 2nd Brigade, 1st Armored Division, in Kuwait, instead of sending it to Iraq at the end of December. Part of the brigade could remain in Kuwait as a "quiet-mission force" in case fighting in Iraq requires additional troops.

The 2nd Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, based at Fort Drum, N.Y., was to be deployed next week, but that plan might be canceled after the election. 

Other officials also indicated Tuesday that the 1st Brigade, 10th Mountain Division, sent to Iraq in the near future, might not be needed.

However, Pentagon officials said American forces in Iraq still would find it difficult to support an Iraq to be declared free of organized terrorism around the end of the year. They said any withdrawal of U.S. forces would face resistance from Iraqis, and that Iraqis might not be ready to handle such a transition after the election.

"A significant decision, we hope that the House of Representatives and the Senate will keep before them for a while," said John Lieber, a top Pentagon leadership official.

Avian flu slams U.S. economy

By Tony Pugh
Vice Chairwoman
Washington — Senate investigators are about to unveil a report that could sound the death knell for the poultry industry, with estimates of $25 billion in financial losses over the next six months. The report is expected to be released today, according to the Senate Agriculture Committee.

The report is expected to estimate that the avian flu outbreak could cost the U.S. $25 billion. The disease is spread by contact with infected birds, and officials fear it could spread to humans.
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Mr. Poppino, the Inferno is waiting for you in your suite

Thank you, University Bookstore.

You really succeeded this week in making my days more enjoyable to live in, that I usually feel cold outside and knowing that my spending a little more money than I would normally need to be at 43 degrees is my usual house. I should think of what should be for doing if I adjust all of the temperature controls, but I don't need to be in a regular to my suite.

I'm really sorry that the office and empty room in the suite will be used only in faculty offices. Taylor, I'm sure that the faculty and student offices will be empty when I need them.

Best, I would hope that it's a reminder. The office will fill the wall of the entrance and work. I know you were trying to save money when
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It's better to give...

This year, give the best of DVDs

Music for the masses

By Ivan Rose

For classical music lovers

Picture Glass, "Hydrogen Jakobov"

Glass got his big break when the New York Philharmonic performed one of his works. Since then, Glass has composed music for film and television, and his works have been featured in several major productions. His music is known for its complex structures and innovative use of electronic sounds.

Out of ideas for what to get for your partner, your mother or best friend? Let The Argonaut Arts and culture writers help you find the perfect gift for your loved one. Whether you're looking for something new or something old, we've got you covered.

A game for every gamer — and every system

By Nate Poppino

Perhaps you're looking for a gift for a gamer and don't know where to start. Or maybe you're a gamer, looking for a new game to add to your collection. This is the perfect gift guide for you.

GameCube: Sadly, the Cube has been

More books to share: selections for the older audience

By Sara Roberts

(Note: This is part two of "The Argonaut's best gifts guide."
Part one printed in Sunday's paper.

While books make great presents for kids, adults need a little more to entertain the older people in your shopping list — but keep in mind that there are many books available for readers of all ages.

For junior high/high schools

"Amos, Thysia, and Full Blooded: The Sinking of the S.S. Lexus" by Louisa May Alcott

Alcott's classic novel, "Little Women," is a timeless tale of family, friendship, and growth. The story is set in 19th-century America and follows the lives of the March sisters as they navigate the challenges of adulthood.

"Feud" by M.T. Anderson

"Feud" is a collection of short stories by one of the most talented young authors of our time. Each story is a masterful exploration of the human condition, and they are all equally captivating.

Heavyweight charts

Editors' Picks

- Jan Ross: "Billiards" and "Summering the Ganes" by Peter Popper
- "The Man with the Gray Flame" by Jean-Claude "Maigret's Wife"
- "The Daily Storm with John Stewart: Indiegogo" 2009

Soul and Heroes

"Shadow of the Colossus"

For Christmas music types

Louis Armstrong, "What a Wonderful World"

Armstrong was a New Orleans native who brought jazz to the world. His music is known for its swing and soulful delivery, and "What a Wonderful World" is a perfect example of his art. The song is a tribute to the beauty of life and the importance of love.

Various Artists, "Hit This, Featuring Pitbull"

This album features Pitbull working with a variety of other artists to create a blend of hip-hop, R&B, and Latin music. The songs are energetic and catchy, and they are sure to get the party started.

For college students and everyone else

"The Last of the Mohicans" by James Fenimore Cooper

This epic novel tells the story of a group of Europeans who become involved in the American Revolution. The story is set in the American West, and it is a powerful exploration of the relationship between nature and civilization.
breadknife's series by J.K. Rowling. The newest novel of her Florida, is part of the "Harry Potter" series and is expected to be released in the fall. The story follows the adventures of Harry Potter, a young wizard who attends Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.

The "Harry Potter" series has become a phenomenon, with books selling millions of copies around the world. The success of the series has led to a spin-off series of books, movies, and other merchandise, making it one of the most successful book series of all time.

In addition to the "Harry Potter" series, there are several other books that are popular among readers. These include the "Mortal Instruments" series by Cassandra Clare, the "Maze Runner" series by James Dashner, and the "Divergent" series by Veronica Roth.

The success of these books is due to their ability to capture the imaginations of readers, providing them with characters and settings that are both familiar and new. They offer a glimpse into worlds that are both realistic and fantastical, allowing readers to escape into a world of their own making.
"SantaLand Diaries" a little bit naughty, entirely nice

By Tea Roberts

We all know how Rudolph sparkled on the stage. But what about "SantaLand Diaries," the show?"SantaLand Diaries" is "a one-man, absurdist read-through experience," according to its creator. It is a "funny, sad, hard-hitting, and very, very lovable tale," says Bentley. The show is "about family and friends and our. . .
Edna Lee Bentley, an Idaho actor, has been performing "SantaLand Diaries" for the past two years. It has been so successful that she has decided to perform it again this year. The show will take place at the Fox Theater in Boise on Saturday, December 16, at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, December 17, at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are available at the door or online at www.tickets.com. "SantaLand Diaries" is a Christmas classic that will leave you laughing out loud!
Palouse gets down with Riverdance this Christmas

Crailcorg teams up with local dancers for performance

By Colfis Hea

The most recent Slim, they admit to rock influence in their music and the Irish name translates as "great fun." Crailcorg is a Celtic people band that has given rise to the opening of the new Irish Festival this weekend.

Crailcorg's four members are: C. P. Johnston, vocals; S. A. C. Johnston, vocals and electric bass; D. A. C. Johnston, vocals and electric guitar; and D. M. C. Johnston, vocals and tenor banjo.

Johnston's most current concept is a project that is being pursued in a number of Irish bands and groups. Johnston's concept is to bring Irish music and dance to a wider audience.

"I feel that the Christmas mood is a great opportunity for Irish bands to bring their music to the world," she says. "We have been working on a project called the Irish Festival, which is a celebration of Irish music and dance."

The Irish rhythm will be performed by the band's dance team, the Irish Festival dancers, who will be performing in various locations throughout the week.

The Irish Festival dancers will perform traditional Irish dances, including the reel, the jig, the slip jig, and the set dance.

The Irish Festival will take place on Saturday, December 11th, from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. at the Irish Festival Ballroom. The event will feature live music, dancing, and a variety of Irish cuisine.

For more information, please call (820) 450-1000 or visit the Irish Festival website.
Mariah Carey, Kanye West, John Legend each get 8 Grammy nods

By Ron Abell

Happier performer Kanye West and R&B singer John Legend with their six nominations each are leading the race for the 48th Annual Grammy Awards.

West, Legend and Mariah Carey led the pack with eight nods each when nominations were announced Thursday from New York. Voters will be announced in a primetime telecast from the Staples Center in Los Angeles.


West's shot at last year's best album award was derailed last week by Carey to Charlie "Gustave Louis Commercial," an album that was released in late January.

Each of the nominees received a vindication for the performances whose stars last year were loudly booed and feeling the heat of negative reviews. In her acceptance speech, she told "Entertainment Television" that "The Emancipation of Mimi," which has sold more than 5 million copies in each, is on this year's album sales charts with a chart position that cannot be matched.

"Finally I'm able to be free," she said. "Everybody I went through's had made me a stronger and better person." The nominations were the triumphant reward for Carey, they were controversial for the pop diva. A small, vocalized old-school西省复习, a vote for best new artist, a category that also includes Bono, Sir Elton John, assorted cover kids and stars.

"I take it very seriously," Legend said of his writing. "To get nominated for this is very flattering." There were multiple nominations for West and a four-artist nomination for the band Arcade Fire.

Although 10 of Legend's listings are from his new album, "Legend," six others are from his previous album, "Evolution," and four are from his new album, "Evolution." The band, Arcade Fire, has been nominated for best bands album, its fifth album nomination.

The best album category, which measures both album and single, had a strong competition from the band's "Funeral Upstairs," which has the Academy's 1200 nominations from the band's traditional love.

Arts Briefs

At Bucer's this weekend

Real Beat will perform from 9 to 11 p.m. tonight at Bucer's Callahan Pub. Real Beat is a multi-instrumental band and is an interesting of the older blues bands.

Loew's 6, and jazz, with piano and vocals, will perform at 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. Saturday.

Management jobs

Under the concept of "Vivid," the Loew's will be joined by a chamber orchestra composed of live musicians.

Also performed in Dublin in March 220 is a live event for the relief of patients and the infants, "Hands! Handi's!" a Victorian Christmas tradition. The work consists of interesting stories and encores, the most famous being the "Hands! Hands!" which will anticipate the download's performance. To kick off the season, the audience will be invited to join the chorus in singing two festive numbers, "Jingle Bells" and "Deck the Halls." The audience will be able to enjoy the Victoria's Secret, the most visible performers of the season.

Tickets for the performance are $13 at the door ($12 for students) and $10 for students from 12 to 14 are admitted free. Due to the popularity of the Band, the purchase of advance tickets is recommended. All advance tickets are available at BookPeople in Austin, Rollin's Florists and Gifts in Pulaski, and Chef's Deli and Diet to Live.

Loew's open 45 minutes before the performance. More information and the remaining Bobcat season can be found at www.wstheater.com.

Faculty works on display at Prichard

The Prichard Art Gallery is hosting the annual UI Faculty Exhibition through Jan. 22. The faculty works are being hosted by faculty in the departments of art and design and architecture. The works include photography, drawing, painting, sculpture, product design and performance. Participating faculty are: David Adams, Bill Byer, John Fifield, Elizabeth Henderson, David Drake, Linda Fink, Caroline Houston, John Haid, Lavit Griffin, George Rautman, Beverly Monet, Jorge Mora, Megan White, and Sara Wolf.

The exhibition will include a combination of works produced by recent graduates in the UI and UIU art programs. The exhibition features works by faculty that will be available at $50 per piece. The exhibition will be on display through Jan. 22. The faculty exhibition is free to the public.

CDs from page 9

Man with a solid sound: While not a holiday album, "The Horror of Heaven" by the band "Happy" is an interesting addition to any collection in major stores.

Creation assistant, check out Jennifer Simpson and Niki Zrieck's "The Book of Us" release and an organ-based version of "Howl".

For Music Snobs

Neutral Milk Hotel, "In the Aeroplane Over the Sea.

Pure genius. Who knows a girl who didn't work with a single finger, and Eartha Kitt's "Santa Baby" stands up well to the others. There are a few missteps, but it's a well-executed chord arrangement. A must for "Happy" fans." But Zyzyx's "Strawberry Gold Outside" stands out as the best of the compilation of covers.

After listening to the "Homo-Washington Gospel Choir" present "Messiah," the audience will be invited to join the choir in singing two festive numbers, "Jingle Bells" and "Deck the Halls." The audience will be able to enjoy the Victoria's Secret, the most visible performers of the season.

Tickets for the performance are $13 at the door ($12 for students) and $10 for students from 12 to 14 are admitted free. Due to the popularity of the Band, the purchase of advance tickets is recommended. All advance tickets are available at BookPeople in Austin, Rollin's Florists and Gifts in Pulaski, and Chef's Deli and Diet to Live.

Loew's open 45 minutes before the performance. More information and the remaining Bobcat season can be found at www.wstheater.com.
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The exhibition will include a combination of works produced by recent graduates in the UI and UIU art programs. The exhibition features works by faculty that will be available at $50 per piece. The exhibition will be on display through Jan. 22. The faculty exhibition is free to the public.
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Creation assistant, check out Jennifer Simpson and Niki Zrieck's "The Book of Us" release and an organ-based version of "Howl".

For Music Snobs

Neutral Milk Hotel, "In the Aeroplane Over the Sea.

Pure genius. Who knows a girl who didn't work with a single finger, and Eartha Kitt's "Santa Baby" stands up well to the others. There are a few missteps, but it's a well-executed chord arrangement. A must for "Happy" fans." But Zyzyx's "Strawberry Gold Outside" stands out as the best of the compilation of covers.

After listening to the "Homo-Washington Gospel Choir" present "Messiah," the audience will be invited to join the choir in singing two festive numbers, "Jingle Bells" and "Deck the Halls." The audience will be able to enjoy the Victoria's Secret, the most visible performers of the season.

Tickets for the performance are $13 at the door ($12 for students) and $10 for students from 12 to 14 are admitted free. Due to the popularity of the Band, the purchase of advance tickets is recommended. All advance tickets are available at BookPeople in Austin, Rollin's Florists and Gifts in Pulaski, and Chef's Deli and Diet to Live.

Loew's open 45 minutes before the performance. More information and the remaining Bobcat season can be found at www.wstheater.com.
Olympian leads swim team

By Stefan Adams

For nearly a decade, he was known as the "hardest man in the world in the water." He competed in the 1988, 1990 and 1992 Olympic Games, and secured five gold medals for his efforts.

Now, Tom Jager coaches the Idaho Vandals. A college graduate and student-athlete from UCLA, Jager was one of the greats when he was the graduate student last year.

A native of the Seattle area, Jager swam for three years, then turned professional. He was the first American swimmer to win an international meet.

In 1996, he was the first American to be recognized as the world's best swimmer. In 2000, he was the first American to be named the world's top male swimmer.

"I'm looking forward to coaching the Vandals," Jager said. "I want to help them achieve what I achieved as a swimmer."
Muir Suspension to be appealed by Kentucky
By Jeff Reels
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The University of Kentucky will appeal the suspension of Marques Jeremy Morris from the Head Coach's List on Monday. In reinvestigating the appeal, Kentucky Athletics抽象的62 million dollars and the basketball program suspended or indefinitely. The Kentucky men's basketball team cannot accept any funds from the SEC for 6 months due to these investigations. Kentucky Athletics also suspended indefinitely for a "significant deficiency" involving the men's basketball program.

Morris's suspension is the latest in a series of suspensions and investigations involving the Kentucky basketball program. The program has been under investigation for several months, and previous suspensions have included Marques Jeremy Morris, Aaron Harrison, and Isaiah Briscoe. The program has also been under investigation for alleged violations of NCAA rules, including improper benefits and rules violations.
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Learn to Fly!

Classes Start: Feb. 18

Private Pilot Ground School: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Instrument Rating: 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

Costs: $499 for 2 Credits
$179 for 1 Credit

For more information, call the University of Idaho at 208-885-6450.

FOOTBALL

from page A13
classes.

The season gained by such a young and fierce-back team is in the capable hands of the head coach, Wes Byrd, and is expected to be highly competitive. Byrd has been a key factor in the team's success, and his coaching abilities will be put to the test in the upcoming season.

Auburn coach Nick Saban dealt with a similar situation throughout the season. To see his team win after a hot streak, ended by Jackson State, Smith against New Mexico站立式。With one of the D-1 South titles on the line, Byrd's team will be the one to watch in the upcoming season.

The Big Ten Conference will have three new head coaches in 2003. Coach Nick Saban dealt with a similar situation throughout the season. To see his team win after a hot streak, ended by Jackson State, Smith against New Mexico standing upright. With one of the D-1 South titles on the line, Byrd's team will be the one to watch in the upcoming season.

The Big Ten Conference will have three new head coaches in 2003. Coach Nick Saban dealt with a similar situation throughout the season. To see his team win after a hot streak, ended by Jackson State, Smith against New Mexico standing upright. With one of the D-1 South titles on the line, Byrd's team will be the one to watch in the upcoming season.

The Big Ten Conference will have three new head coaches in 2003. Coach Nick Saban dealt with a similar situation throughout the season. To see his team win after a hot streak, ended by Jackson State, Smith against New Mexico standing upright. With one of the D-1 South titles on the line, Byrd's team will be the one to watch in the upcoming season.

The Big Ten Conference will have three new head coaches in 2003. Coach Nick Saban dealt with a similar situation throughout the season. To see his team win after a hot streak, ended by Jackson State, Smith against New Mexico standing upright. With one of the D-1 South titles on the line, Byrd's team will be the one to watch in the upcoming season.
UCLA faces off against No. 17 Nevada in Wooden Classic

By Bryan Cho

LOS ANGELES — UCLA coach Ben Howland seemed relatively confident as he sat down for the interview session on Thursday night. When asked if UCLA was ready for the test that awaits the Bruins at the Wooden Classic in San Diego this weekend, the coach smiled and said, "We're going to go in there and see what happens."

In the two best-of-four games, the Bruins have never won at the Wooden Classic, losing all nine games in the series. The Bruins have lost five straight meetings, including four straight trips to San Diego in the last five years.

"You've got to make something happen and you've got to be in their face," Howland said. "You've got to put up a good fight."

The Bruins have only lost one game this season, and last year's Wooden Classic win was one of the few times the Bruins had a chance to win a game.

The Bruins are 10-1 so far this season, but the Bruins are not expected to make a run at the Wooden Classic.

Howland said the Bruins are ready for anything, but he also said the Bruins are not expected to make a run at the Wooden Classic.

"We've got to prepare our team for the Wooden Classic," Howland said. "We've got to make some adjustments and we've got to make sure we're ready for anything.

The Bruins are 10-1 so far this season, but the Bruins are not expected to make a run at the Wooden Classic.

Howland said the Bruins are ready for anything, but he also said the Bruins are not expected to make a run at the Wooden Classic.

"We've got to prepare our team for the Wooden Classic," Howland said. "We've got to make some adjustments and we've got to make sure we're ready for anything.

Boise State, Boston College in MPC Bowl

By Dan Schwartz

CINF. 7/16, Mass. — When Boston College moved into the national rankings this season, it was just a matter of time before the Eagles would have some opportunity to play in a number of prestigious bowls with their new conference.

The tie to warm-weather bowl games became a reality on Saturday, when the Eagles announced they will play in the MPC Bowl in Orlando, Fla.

The MPC Bowl is one of the few new bowl games to gain national attention, and it will be held at Barnett Stadium in Orlando on December 26.

The Eagles will play a team from the Atlantic Ten Conference, which includes schools such as Kentucky, Temple, and Rice.

"This is a great opportunity for our program," BC coach Tom O'Brien said.

The Eagles are expected to receive a bid for the MPC Bowl, which is held at Barnett Stadium in Orlando on December 26.
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Graduation
fall 2005
Congratulations Fall 2005
Mechanical Engineering Graduates!

BSME
Brian J. Chamberlin
Adam S. Causse
Ahren A. Giffler
Martin R. Johns
Justin J. Wolfley
Jamin L. Cush
Shane C. Kloppen
Jacob S. Klinglasiant
Jared B. Lanier
Jacob W. Leachman
Michael R. Maughan
Jared A. McCombs
Luisa R. Myse
Brandon N. Oliverford
Tyler J. Robinson
Lyle E. Rust
James D. Seger
Nathan J. Waskanaki
Kyle F. Westmorland

MEME
David T. Johnson

Ph.D.
Laurel Giancarlo Curti
Christopher D. Clancy

The Department of Psychology and Communication Studies Proudly Announces It's Fall 2005 Graduates

Psychology
Bachelor of Science
Charles Radek Anderson
Kathy Lynn Antin
Christ Marie Arnt
Jared Sarah Arpon
Jeremy L. Booth
Anson G. Carra
Susan Anna Curtis
Brandi Nicole Davis
Michael T. Daff
Daniel V. Delbert
Christine Marie Flowers
Daniel Eugene Fisher
Sam Michaela Garber
Lois Allison Gentry
Ivan Eric Hamores
Noel Van Hoebeke
Nani Hernandez
Evan A. Aquino
Allison Michelle Ently
Katherina Michelle Epperson
Brenda Patrick Robert Meade
Michael Job Melo

Bachelor of Arts

Cindy Marie Mitchell
Courtney Anne Moglia
Alexia Michelle Power
Matthew Aker-Ralls
Alisa Michelle Ricks
Miranda Jeanne Sample
Garrison Andrew Sargent
Espoo Boudreau
Celina Patricia Thompson
Lauren Ashley Trace
Paul M. Vannay
Melissa Ann Weeks
Cody Michael Wikman

Psychology
Bachelor of Science
Stephanie M. Szeribak
Pernice Vallet

Master of Science
Jaye Kay Jackson
Mallori Rosi Ruff
Kim R. Prain
Keith D. Wallace

Communication Studies
Bachelor of Science
Dawny A. Hargreaves
Donald James Kreyer
Robert Alan Kehl
Jennifer J. Rogers
Vince Michael Rossi
Congratulations!

Lionel Hampton School of Music
Fall 2005 Graduates

Robert Allen
Bradley Darwell
Jessica Hanna
Joshua King
Jani Peterson
Matthew Pitcher
Sarah Simpkins
Donald Soderstrom
Darcy Waybright
Melissa Wyma

The Department of Biological Sciences

GAMMA PHI BETA

Congratulations!

Amy Klund
Jenny Ford
Angela Streekel
Evan Jessup
Jenniffer Robinson
Andi Smolka

Fall 2005 Graduates!!

The College of Law

Congratulations:

Kelcey Baker
Holly Axelson

Trent Belliston
Sadie Ann Butler
Luke Waldron Davis
Ryan James
Steven Murphy
Kevin Reese
Brandon Van Soest
Susan Wielen

Civil Engineering Congratulations their 2005 Winter Graduates

Alisha Fern Auch
Michael T. Berg
Jesse Allen Drennen
Theodore Dean Hendershot
Maria Esther Mccornett
David Nicholas Santolle
Kayla Elizabeth Schenkelder
Michael Wade Ethew
Ryan Richard Zimmerman

Syesha Giselle Bergo-Gonzalez
Jesse Bryant Brichman
Mario Guillermo Candia-Martinez
Van Oco
Brent Lee Onfor
Mazedor Rahman
Nicholas Eric Schride

Shreekant Balaswamy Ashkan
Ryan Stephen Barduhn
John Michael Hoff
Min Luo
Daniele Tonina
Daniel Marvin Munn
Shashi Muridge

College of Education

Congratulations

Graduates...

On a job well done!!!

Luke Bennan
Elizabet Benito
Nikolas Birge
Jeremy Blanchette
Joseph Coleman
Christopher Dockery
Amy Klind
Isaac Myhurn

Darren Parker
Derek Perry
James Phelps
Patricia Founders
Jessica Walker
Ari Weinstein
Joel Whitman

CONGRATULATIONS
SECOND LIETUANTS:

LUCAS McCORMICK
AND
JEFF SAMULIN

From the cadre and staff of
UI Army Rotc

The Department of Political Science

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Luke Bennan
Elizabet Benito
Nikolas Birge
Jeremy Blanchette
Joseph Coleman
Christopher Dockery
Amy Klind
Isaac Myhurn

Darren Parker
Derek Perry
James Phelps
Patricia Founders
Jessica Walker
Ari Weinstein
Joel Whitman

College of Education
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Graduates...

On a job well done!!!

Luke Bennan
Elizabet Benito
Nikolas Birge
Jeremy Blanchette
Joseph Coleman
Christopher Dockery
Amy Klind
Isaac Myhurn

Darren Parker
Derek Perry
James Phelps
Patricia Founders
Jessica Walker
Ari Weinstein
Joel Whitman
CONGRATULATIONS
FOREST RESOURCES!
Scott Williams
Brent Keith
Aaron Nelson
Luke Smith
Myron Boles
James Glecker

FALL 2005 GRADUATES

Congratulations Graduates!
B.B. Steve Garity
M.A. Amanda Bailey Hancock
Elisabet Nelson
Kysty Wengren
Ph.D. Rachel Frost

from the faculty and staff in
Rangeland Ecology and Management

Barbados
Hugh Henry
M. Acct.
Accountancy

Botswana
Kabelo R. Ramets
B.S. Natural Eng.
and Materials Science

Chile
Rendel E. Neyman-
Mandal
B.S. Resource
Recreation & Tourism

Columbia
Carlos G. Munoz-Pena
Ph.D.
Plant Sciences

Costa Rica
Juan Andres (Andy)
Soria
Ph.D. Natural Resources

India
Vinod Yaddi
M.S. Electrical and
Computer Engineering

Naryana Raj Reddy
M.S. Computer Science

Swarna Lahita Venkatulu
M.S. Environmental Engineering

Manoj Kumar Aravind
M.S. Civil Engineering

Aninder Pal Singh
M.S. Biological Agricultural Engineering

Mexico
Hector Munoz-Arias Elias
Bachelors

Advertising

Nepal
Prabhu Upadhya
B.B. Electrical Engineering

Nima Kehoe
BS
Finance

P.R. China
Ying Long
M. Acct.
Accountancy

Cheng (Peter) Hou
Ph.D. Education
Educational Communication and Technology

Taiwan
Philip, Jeng-Long Ho
Ph.D.
Education

Ukraine
Natalia Beshtova
BS
Finance

Viet Nam
Tran Thi Thuy My
BS
Business, Marketing

South Korea
So Yoon Lee
BS Biology and Microbiology

Department of Environmental Science

College of Natural Resources Congratulates the December 2005 Graduates!

B.S. Natural Resources Ecology & Conservation Biology
Adam Arnold
David Fraley
Bret Hart
Gregory Keilback
Sarah Malick
Mackenzie Shardlow

Master of Natural Resources
Mandy Lyne Rockwell
Robert Forrest Stanley

The Department of Microbiology, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry would like to congratulate the following graduates:

Bachelor of Science:
Joe Religion Alonso
Carrie Chandler Bailey
Kelli Anne Hodges
So Yoon Lee
James Cramer McConnell
Barrett Russell Offerman

Doctor of Philosophy
Anna Maria Zawadzka

Congratulations!!